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These are the longer pairs and clusters, as defined and delimited in the first article (16-316).

LONG SINGLE PAIRS OF UNRELATED RHYMING SYNONYMS
automation mechanization ejaculation exclamation (OMG?) predominance prominence
bacteriological microbiological euphonious harmonious redundant superabundant
betray giveaway (nouns) fatalistic predeterministic sculpuresque statuesque
Christ Poltergeist (Holy Ghost!) genetic phylectic (evol. relationships) simultaneous contemporaneous
configuration conformation immoderation inordination spontaneous extemporaneous
consolation commiseration incandescence luminescence westernization occidentation
crooked boc-ken-ked (nonce) mammonistic materialistic X-radiation roentgenization
dismutation disproportionation masturbation self-stimulation

MEDIUM-SIZED CLUSTERS OF UNRELATED RHYMING SYNONYMS
3 ballyhoo hullabaloo to-do 3 hate abominate execrate
4 blotch splotch splotch botch 4 impulsivity insensitivity non-reactivity
5 bump clump hump lump tump 3 inclination orientation preoccupation
4 chatter clatter patter yatter 3 inviting exciting delighting
4 clinch (= clench) flinch pinch squinch 4 jiggle squiggle wiggle wriggle
3 clump jump stomp (heavy move) 4 jounce bounce flounce pounce
3 complication obfuscation obnubilation 3 occupation situation vocation
4 creak screak shriek squeak 4 prattle rattle (on) tattle tittle-tattle
6 curl furl swirl twirl whirl whorl 3 prognostication vaticination divination
3 debilitation enervation prostration 3 puerility juvenility infantility
4 docility controllability ductility manageability 3 recapitulation regurgitation reiteration
3 energetic frenetic hyperkinetic 3 recollection reflection retrospection
3 episodic periodic spasmodic 3 reincarnation transanimation transmigration
3 evidential experiential inferential 3 reliable verifiable undeniable
3 fragility breakability frangibility 3 rucksack backpack knapsack
3 fragility susceptibility vulnerability 4 smack crack thwack whack
4 fraught distraught overwrought taut 3 tendentious contentious dissentious
3 genitalia paraphernalia regalia (slang) 4 tosh bosh eyewash hogwash
3 gentility civility respectability 3 utilization capitalization exploitation

LONG CLUSTERS OF UNRELATED RHYMING SYNONYMS
7 affectation duplication emulation imitation impersonation replication simulation
8 bash clash crash dash lash smash thrash trash (compare WW 84-69, 148)
6 captivation fascination infatuation invitation scintillation temptation
5 evaporation gasification sublimation vaporization volatilization
4 generalizing theorizing hypothesizing philosophizing
6 illumination emanation fulguration ir/radiation scintillation
6 petrification deactivation immobilization inactivation paralysis stabilization

"ATION"-WORD UNRELATED SYNONYM CLUSTERS IN COGNATE GROUPS
5 abbreviation condensation encapsulation truncation summarization
6 epitomization exemplification personification representation signification typification.

8 abdication abjuration abnegation disaffiliation disclamation renunciation repudiation resignation
12 abrogation cancellation cessation deracinatiq discontinuation finalization invalidation
neutralization nullification revocation termination vitiation.
16 acceleration aggravation amplification appreciation augmentation dilation elevation escalation exacerbation inflation intensification magnification multiplication potentiation proliferation supplementation 10 complication decoration dramatization elaboration exaggeration fabrication falsification misrepresentation ornamentation overestimation.
15 acclamation admiration adoration adulation appreciation approbation celebration citation commemoration commendation congratulation felicitation laudation ovation quotation 13 deification beatification canonization consecration eternalization/eternization exaltation idealization idolization immortalization perpetuation sanctification veneration.
8 accumulation assimilation collation combination conflation sublation systemization unification 9 aggregation agglomerate agglutination amalgamation congelation conglomerate consolidation solidification stabilization 3 centralization concentration urbanization 6 integration desegregation homogenization hybridization miscegenation mongrelization 8 affiliation association collaboration confederation congregation corporation operation organization.
7 coordination harmonization integration interrelation orchestration organization synchronization 5 administration dictation officiation regimentation regulation 3 allocation application dispensation 11 annexation appropriation arrogation confiscation despoliation expropriation extirpation incorporation spoliation sequestration usurpation 3 defalcation misappropriation peculation 5 colonization habitation occupation population subjugation 11 implantation impregnation infiltration insinuation instillation penetration perforation permeation percolation pervasion saturation.
9 acerbation aggravation agitation indignation infuriation irritation perturbation provocation urtication 6 botheration consternation discommination exasperation frustration vexation 5 excruciation intimidation terrorization traumatization victimization 5 castration emasculation molestation mutilation violation 5 debilitation enervation incapacitation prostration stultification.
8 aeration respiration exhalation expiration inhalation inspiration oxygenation ventilation; 4 aeration elevation flotation inflation levitation.
8 alleviation amelioration attenuation inteneration mitigation moderation palliation rectification 6 conciliation edulcorate mollification pacification placation propitiation 3 liberation emancipation extrication.
23 alteration differentiation diversification elaboration emendation individuation innovation manipulation moderation modification modulation permutation reiteration renovation reorganization salutation speciation titivation transfiguration transformation transmogrification transmutation variation 5 aberration deviation disfigurement malformation mutation 3 deflation depreciation devaluation 4 adulteration bastardization complication contamination 6 penetration impregnation infestation perforation permeation saturation 5 decontamination purgation purification sanitization sterilization.
adaptation acclimation acclimatization accommodation acculturation assimilation capacitization cultivation domestication habituation incorporation integration naturalization qualification reorientation
emigration expatriation immigration migration repatriation relocation translocation transmigration transportation alternation fluctuation gyration libration nutation oscillation palpitation pulsation respiration reverberation rotation undulation vacillation vibration dubitation limitation qualification reservation stipulation cunctation hesitation procrastination equivocation evasion prevarication turgivation.

anathematization calumnia castigation condemnation denunciation derogation depreciation disapprobation excoriation expostulation fulmination objurgation protestation remonstrance vilification vituperation vociferation abomination damnation denunciation execration imprecation alienation desolation disaffiliation discrimination excommunication accusation allegation implication imputation incrimination inculpation insinuation intimation protestation representation recrimination counteraccusation retaliation

animation inspiration invigoration motivation potentiation stimulation titillation elation excitation exhilaration exultation jubilation inebriation intoxication ‘lubrication’ reanimation reinvigoration rejuvenation resuscitation revitalization revivification vitalization continuation duration eternalization/eternization perpetuation perseveration prolongation conservation preservation reclamation rectification reintegration rehabilitation reintegration remediation restoration salvation recreation recultivation regeneration revegetation procreation duplication fructification multiplication population propagation proliferation pullulation fertilization impregnation insemination pollination germination gestation incubation maturation.

annihilation decimation devastation obliteration ruination assassination elimination eradication extermination finalization liquidation termination suffocation asphyxiation strangulation degeneration deterioration dilapidation disintegration dissociation dissipation fractionation fragmentation depredation desecration profanation spoliation vandalization cremation immolation incineration.

appellation categorization classification codification denomination indexation systemization adurbation epitomization exemplification personification typification illustration incarnation manifestation presentation representation symbolization delimitation delineation demarcation denotation identification specification enumeration itemization pagination tabulation circulation notification ventilation annotation clarification commentation connotation demonstration demystification disambiguation education elucidation explanation explication illumination implication indication insinuation intimation popularization revelation simplification translation transliteration delegation deputation designation nomination registration.
articulation accentuation enunciation intonation modulation phonation pronunciation velarization verbalization vocalization
3 expatiation elaboration peroration
8 declamation declaration dictation narration oration proclamation recitation relation
3 incantation conjuration invocation
4 application rogation solicitation supplication

7 authentication confirmation corroborate demonstration documentation substantiation verification
3 affirmation asseveration attestation
4 confutation falsification negation refutation
9 accreditation authorization certification installation legalization legitimization ratification registration validation
10 association connotation correlation implication indication insinuation intimation manifestation ramification relation
6 evaluation examination experimentation exploration investigation observation
16 calculation calibration computation derivation determination equation formulation graduation mathematization mensuration multiplication numeration quantitation summation totalization valuation
9 approximation extrapolation illation interpretation interrelation ratiocination rationalization speculation
7 adjudication arbitration conciliation deliberation determination mediation negotiation
11 condonation compurgation dispensation exculpation exoneration extenuation justification liberation rationalization toleration vindication
4 compensation indemnification remuneration reparation
5 expiation rectification rehabilitation restoration sanctification

8 cogitation cerebration consideration contemplation deliberation meditation mentation rumination
3 evocation ideation imagination
3 concentration fixation preoccupation
5 anticipation expectation premeditation preparation trepidation

4 communication confabulation conversation gesticulation
4 altercation argumentation disputation vociferation
8 consultation confabulation cooperation fraternization interpenetration inter/relation participation
7 circulation dissemination exportation perpetration promulgation propagation publication
6 education: cultivation sophistication; implantation inculcation indoctrination
5 cultivation infiltration ingratiation insinuation penetration

17 creation actualization causation derivation effectuation fabrication fermentation formation formulation generation implementation manifestation materialization organization perpetration realization reification
15 initiation activation actuation capacititation dictation effectuation elicitation evocation foundation instigation legislation manipulation operation origination precipitation
5 consummation culmination effectuation finalization perpetration
3 fomentation incitation provocation
5 inauguration installation matriculation ordination registration

10 zonation compartmentation delimitation demarcation sectorization segmentation segregation separation septation sequestration
5 extrication extirpation insulation isolation liberation
8 bifurcation disarticulation dis(as)ociation disintegration divarication fractionation fragmentation